
Student DJ Playlist #2: Unabashedly about Love 
Listen and contribute, using the prompt questions, to the Discussion section of my 

Teacher Page 

Unabashed means unashamed, unembarrassed, unhesitant.   

1) Go Girl (by Ne-Yo)


What does the term "neo" mean?  How does it relate to this Artist?  Is there something "neo" 
about this artist?  To me, there are strong links between his sound and... (care to give an 
opinion?)


Throughout this playlist you'll hear songs that have a Verse-Chorus back and forth, until a 
change is needed, and it's time for a BRIDGE!  All listeners are invited to give the precise time 
that they believe the Bridge starts in each tune in which they hear one. 


2) Mary J. Blige "Real Love" 

    

Roosevelt HS graduate... Google classifies this as "R&B/Soul".  Let's keep track of that "Soul" 
word, because it refers to the influence of African-American Gospel music on the R&B tradition.  
It's an influence that I hear also later on in this playlist.  


This record is from 1992.  If that's not "old school" enough for you, the song was actually first 
recorded in 1954 by an artist named Toby Lightman.  Can you give any reasons for the song's 
enduring appeal? 


3) Poison (Bell Biv Devoe)... This trio wants to let you know that love doesn't always go right, 
and while they're warning you, they want to do some dancing.  


(link to you tube official video)

 

This style is often described as "new jack swing", which Wikipedia describes as "a late-1980s/
early-1990s hybrid of R&B, hip hop and swing".  (The term swing, as we have discussed in 
class earlier in the year, refers to the uneven division of the beat. Listen to how the snare drum 
plays an important role in conveying the sense of swing).  


What are the hip-hop elements?


The term "old school" can be used as an honorific (in a way to honor something) as an 
indicator of well-established taste and authenticity.  The less honorific way of using the term 
"old school" has to do with entrenched habits of thinking which might benefit from some 
updating.    

As you listen to this, write a sentence about this tune (in either way) using the term "old 
school".  


4) Royals (Lorde)  


This song starts out with nothing but the singer, a kick drum, and finger snaps.  Later, not all 
that much more is added, instrumentally speaking.  That's a choice that the artist made.  Why 
do you think she made that choice?
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J0QIrGy3tFg


There's an interesting paradox about this song:  Though it starts with a very strong negative 
statement ("We'll never be Royals"), it's not a depressing song, and the singer does not dwell 
in sadness.  Explore why that is...  


The song ends in a very sudden way.  This was also a choice.  Given what the song is about, 
what could be the meaning of this ending?  


5) What Do You Mean?  


Left Right, Day Night, Up Down, In Between...  He's confused.  However, as he sings, we hear 
light hearted instrumentation (a breathy flute), a simple quarter note bass drum, and 
background synth melodies that dart around with nervous uncertainty.  How do these musical 
elements relate to the lyric content of the song?  


There is something so charming about the singer's apparent suffering.  He is so utterly 
blameless!  This is a common affect or point of view in popular song.  Can you think of some 
other songs (both men and women sing these) in this "Why me?" mold?   


6) No One


Notice the use of "Lo-Fi" (the crunchy drum sound, the record scratch).  What qualities does 
Lo-Fi give to a piece of music?  Is "Lo-Fi" old school?  How does it work in relation to her 
voice?


The ability to sing "behind the beat" is considered a mark of distinction among singers.  Notice 
how she does this, particularly at the beginning of the piece.  


7) Attention:  This artist's distinctive voice excels in certain kinds of songs.  This is certainly 
one that was written for him.  


Pre-chorus:  (Before the Chorus). Structurally, as its name suggests, the pre-chorus always 
leads to - and therefore builds our anticipation of - the Chorus.  This song makes important use 
of its pre-chorus.  What are the lyrics of the pre-chorus?


Gee, I wonder what those poor people are doing now - you know, the ones who used to spend 
their time going to "Every party in LA".  Let's feel sad for them...


8) Know-It-All 


Organ sound and the voice alone - again, with finger snaps... I know that the song title is 
different from this, but when I hear the chorus of this song, I hear these words:  

Those scars say you're beautiful.  We're stars and we're beautiful.  


Maybe to me that's what the song is saying.  As she sings elsewhere: You should know you're 
beautiful just the way you are...  This is such an important song in how it addresses so strongly 
a subject that's causing so much pain among young people today.


What are the words to this bridge?
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9) Talk


Slow, friendly, very unthreatening sounds, gentle melodic gestures, uncertainty expressed in 
chord progression...


There is something so soothing about this tune, no?  Khalid and Disclosure offer an amazing 
vocal blend.  The song is about rapprochement.  (It's about getting closer after drifting apart).  
Even the slow, friendly tempo, the unthreatening sounds, the gentle background melodic 
gestures express this emotional tone.   


10) Candy Rain


So much love around in this playlist!    When something is inflected with something else, it 
shows bits of it.  You could say that ice cream is sometimes inflected with chocolate chips.  
This song is inflected with dense jazz harmonies.  The mixed chorus (male and female 
background singers together is more unusual than you might expect in popular music).  

 


11) The Weekend (SZA) -


More jazzy chords... This one is part of a tradition of songs about two women sharing a man... 
But this one has a surprise ending reminiscent of the surprise discussions held at the end of a 
few Lauryn Hill tunes... "We've got bright ideas!...(?)


12) No More (Baby I'ma Do Right)

The DJ placed these two songs together knowingly... The preceding approach to triangular 
relationships is bound to leave at least one person feeling this way...  (You know I'm not the 
one...).  


There is a rhythmic device used in this song.  Can you identify it?  


Then the Bridge comes:  What new element is introduced here (2:30)?


Here, our Student DJ added two other songs that aren't on the Classroom version of the 
playlist for some predictable reasons:   Say It (Tory Lanez) relies a bit heavily on the "N" word.

But if you hear it elsewhere, speaking of Soul: Does anyone hear a gospel influence in how the 
whole chorus punches in on certain words...  "Say It.  Do It.  Show It.  Prove It"


Exchange (Bryson Tiller) ...  There's an interesting use of an effect on his voice in parts of this 
song.  Techniques like this, when used by artists, are sometimes referred to as devices. 

Another device that Mr. Tiller relies heavily on, is the "F" bomb, for which reason the song does 
not make it to the classroom playlist.  BTW, Mr. Tiller gives hints as to where he's from:  What 
state are the cities of Louisville and Lexington in?  Where was the prizefighter Mohammed Ali 
from? 


13)  oui... 'Nuther 1 uv dem playz on spelling... They mean "We", not the French spelling of 
"yes".  And here we're treated to another jazz progression - one of the oldest in the book.  
Astute listeners may notice that the same chord progression happens at two different speeds - 
one very slowly, over the chorus.  


Wishing to escape together.. (no oui without  you and I)...                                              Thanks to 

Akurra Gallman
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